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“When she woke the house crowded in on her: there was the door where the 
soda crackers were lined up in a row; the white stairs her baby girl loved to 
climb; the corner where Baby Suggs mended shoes, a pile of which were still in 
the cold room; the exact place on the stove where Denver burned her fingers” 
(Morrison, pg. 46).
The way Morrison has a lot of smaller clauses built into this sentence is 
interesting. When I went about figuring out how to diagram it, I focused on 
breaking it down. I started with all the main Subs and Verbs, prepositional 
phrases, noun phrases and built on from there. However, if this sentence had 
been written with more conjunctions as connection words rather than a list-
like style, I still do not think it would have been much easier.
Thesis
In just about sixty words, Morrison uses many syntactic elements to create a challenging 
yet intriguing sentence. Written in a past-tense, negative tone, Morrison expresses a 
longing and emotional state of Sethe; who is rememoring moments from a past time. 
Morrison uses a list-like style to create this sentence where we see quite a bit of noun 
phrases, verb phrases, and prepositional phrases. Diving into the Reed-Kellog and the 
Tree diagrams; my goal is to discuss Morrison’s design of this sentence as a well-thought, 
purposeful way of syntactical writing that was made to clearly emphasize how Sethe felt 
at this moment in the book.
The RK Diagram
This sentence was the most difficult thing to RK. How I went 
about this first I split the sentence into the main clauses. Then 
I find the main subjects and verbs, then I found any 
prepositional phrases. The hardest part for me was figuring out 
where all these clauses attached, given it did not have many 
conjunctions at all. However there were implied conjunctions, 
as you can see in the parenthesis. I used the implied 
conjunctions to connect the smaller clauses to the main subject 
and ten of the sentence, which is ‘House, Crowded’. All the 
smaller clauses stemmed from that clause because it is the 
main focus of the sentence; what the sentence is about. 
The Tree Diagram
Tree Continued
This diagram was definitely the trickier one out of the two. The way Morrison 
wrote this sentence is interesting. Rather than one sentence that flows as 
readers are used to, it is constructed as a list, ticking off what is to be 
“crowding in” around Sethe. This makes it so that there are quite a bit of  
NPs, and VPs. Each clause is containing an NP, (“the door”, “the white stairs”, 
“the stove” etc.) and a VPs (“mended shoes”, “we’re still”, “crowded in”) which 
makes this sentence feel very broken apart. I looked at it as if it were multiple 
fragments made into one connected by commas and such, since there was very 
little to no conjunctions. 
